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CONCEPT:

India’s Eastern and North Eastern states along with four immediate eastern neighbours, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Nepal, and Myanmar, comprise a geographically compact region in Eastern South Asia, 

connecting South and South East Asia. Since time immemorial, people, ideas and skills have 

traveled within the region, given the historical, cultural and commercial ties and also given the 

natural complementarities that the plains and the hills have. In the last few decades, however, 

political borders that demarcate the various nation states of the region impeded this natural and 

historical flow. So much so that this region has come to be acknowledged widely to be the least 

integrated in terms of economic coordination and modern physical connectivity. 

In more recent times however, emerging regional transport and economic corridors under evolving 

bilateral agreements, as well as multilateral frameworks such as BBIN and BIMSTEC promise 

to provide greater impetus for increasing economic linkages within the region. Also, higher 

political will for better bilateral and at times, multilateral trade and connectivity ties has created 

an enabling environment for furthering this agenda. Factors such as climate change concerns and 

present geopolitics in the region and beyond also emphasis the need for higher integration among 

the nation states. Given this backdrop, completing and implementing the planned connectivity 

infrastructure facilitating cross border flow of goods people and money, sustainable development 

of border regions, creation of transboundary agriculture value chains, development of special 

regional trading and tourism loops and hubs at or close to border regions can go a long way in 

ensuring livelihood of communities on both sides and usher in shared regional prosperity and lead 

to peace dividends. 

The seminar in roundtable format serves as a platform to discuss the emerging insights from 

an ongoing study being conducted by the Asian Confluence in collaboration with the Asia 

Foundation, which focuses on ways and means to connect the border states and regions through 

interconnectedness of goods, services and people. The study has identified three main pillars on 

which further discussions, deep-diving and interventions could be explored. These are tourism, 

creation of agri-horti value chains and enabling of sub-regional and trade-tourism-transit hubs. 

The roundtable intends to share initial insights and ideas on these three pillars so as to invite 

inputs, critique and suggestions through discussions and ideate a time-bound action agenda for 

each pillar in prioritising them based on opportunities, challenges and concerns as identified 

through discussions and actionable deliberations. The two day roundtable discussion focused on 

some of the following pillars:
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1. Tourism for better sub-regional integration, economic and peace dividends: 

Focus on developing a sub-regional Hub and Border Tourism: 

The entire region has immense possibilities on tourism being home to some of the most 

breathtaking natural terrains, the mighty Himalayas, extremely rich and diverse culture and 

biodiversity, substantial forests covers and a lot more. Also historical movement of people 

along the corridors in the region has always been high, for trade, pilgrimage and spiritual 

interests. In recent times, there is substantial movement for health tourism and education 

purposes, other than those already mentioned above. There already are existing routes for 

Nepal-India-Bhutan circuits of tourism with Siliguri as the fulcrum. Further facilitation 

of these corridors with Siliguri as the sub-regional Hub and destinations in North Eastern 

states of India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Myanmar as spokes can lead to substantial 

gains for livelihoods, foreign exchange earnings and also preservation of biodiversity, 

forest covers culture and peace. 

Tourism development at the border regions could develop a new product of border tourism 

in the industry. The border regions have immense potential to converge service industries 

in tourism (such as agri-tourism, community tourism, history trails, adventure tourism, 

viewing border protocols) along with agro trade and Asian Confluence being the facilitator 

for creating a cross border network loop of tourism and hospitality operators to facilitate 

the tours. The under discussion BIN visa or travel permit will be the main precursor for 

such a momentum for people’s mobility. Also, the recently signed Land Border Crossing 

Agreement between India and Myanmar will facilitate movement through land border 

between the two countries, which used to be more restrictive earlier. The roundtable looks 

at the present status, possibilities, gaps and concerns to come up with a time-bound Action 

agenda for tourism development with an aim to lead to higher economic and peace dividends 

as well as people-to-people connect. A cross-cutting issue that will also be considered to 

examine how such sub-regional tourism initiatives can be made more gender inclusive and 

promote higher participation and gains by women.

2. Creation of Integrated and Climate-smart and gender-inclusive Agri-horti 

value chains: 

Recognising synergy between contiguous and yet diverse terrain and geographical 

conditions that offer a lot of complementarities, the roundtable will bring forward the 

possibility of creating an integrated and climate-smart agro-horti loop involving the 

native states of the sub-region. The existing complementarities in terms of agri-horti 

produce among the nation states in the sub-region stems from the diverse geographical 

and climatic terrains of the sub-region. For example, produce from two sides of the 

India-Bangladesh border, particularly for the North Eastern states of India and Northern 

districts of Bangladesh makes a strong case for exchange and consolidation. While some 
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of the produce is same on both sides of the border a lot of them are unique to either sides 

given the predominately hilly terrain of the North Eastern states and Bangladesh being 

predominately plains. Historically this meant a lot of trade between the different terrains 

given the uniqueness of the produce between the diverse geographies and also increasing 

cultural and trade ties between people. An interesting angle to this is probably the need to 

look at natural and hence, in many ways, the climatic advantage that the geography wields 

in terms of producing specific and unique crops. For e.g. Meghalaya, Mizoram in India 

has unique varieties of spices including turmeric and ginger that are not usually cultivable 

in the plains and similarly, Bangladesh plains have crops such as cereals and pulses and 

some vegetables that cannot be cultivable in the hilly terrains of North East India. Similarly 

a wide variety of seasonal fruits are more readily harvested in the hills rather than in the 

plains. While modern agricultural technology and innovation has created possibilities to 

cultivate all different kinds of crops and produce across a diverse geography, such practices 

may not always be climate friendly and may not always make economic sense either. More 

importantly, given the natural complementarities of the diverse geography in this sub-

region, the nation states stand to gain, if they invest in agriculture that is aligned more 

with natural advantages and hence make climate and economic sense. It may be pertinent 

to mention here that the quantum of produce in each territory (nation state) or terrain for 

some of the subsistence crops is not sufficient or seasonal in nature that highlights the need 

for exchange, integration and storage. In terms of the economics, beyond the need to meet 

domestic consumption requirements, integration of the local value chains into sub-regional 

value chains with a diverse basket of produce that is exchanged in a more systematic, 

consolidated and organised manner with possible value additions will help consolidate 

and integrate the sub-regional agri-horti market and in due time, develop a larger export 

market, leading to higher dividends for producers on all sides of the borders.

With this backdrop, the roundtable aims to discuss the idea of creating agri-horti loops 

in the sub-region that can align with natural advantages, be gender inclusive and climate 

smart in terms of choice of crops, terrain, processing, logistics of the supply-chains, etc. 

The idea is to look at traditionally and highly traded agri-horti products and also potential 

and unique items from the sub-region to come up with a concrete action plan on which 

products and chains to prioritise and also identify further deep diving that will be needed 

to understand how to leverage existing trading practices, core competence, technology and 

also balance gender inclusion and climate change concerns. The roundtable will aim to 

deliberate on how the exchange in sub-regional produce can be made more systematic, 

consolidated and organised in a climate friendly manner with possible value additions that 

can cater to the livelihood needs of producers on both sides of the borders, while leading to 

consumer gains at the same time.
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3. Exploring Special Trading Hubs:

In continuation and addition to the deliberation on consolidating the sub-regional agri-horti 

value chains, this ongoing study also tries to identify a common market hub with a view 

to leverage existing and upcoming connectivity infrastructure as also emerging bilateral 

and multilateral frameworks like the BBIN and BIMSTEC. Given the scope of this study, 

this discussion intends to focus on a common trading corridor for India, Bangladesh and 

Nepal. However, there are substantial possibilities to include Myanmar in the scenario 

for furthering the work already undertaken. The formal trade between the three nations 

at present consists mainly of boulders and some limited agri-horti products. Alongside 

Bangladesh Bhutan India Nepal (BBIN) cross-border movement, the development of a 

hub will not only tap into the sub-regional initiative that all these states are engaging in 

but also provide a direct market to consumers retailers and others that can access this 

facility. Post the BBIN route trials (presently without Bhutan), a proximate zone on the 

route can be designated as trading zone with pre-decided goods and products, which will 

invariably spin off into larger momentum with increasingly improved transport systems. 

Siliguri being at the junction of trading corridors of all BBIN countries has a lot of promise 

as a sub-regional trading hub. It is already functioning as a major meeting point for cargo, 

people and business from all four BBIN countries being conveniently located close to 

multiple border crossing points between India and its four neighbours, viz. Changrabandha 

and Phulbari with Bangladesh, Jaigaon with Bhutan, Panitanki, Jogbani with Nepal. All the 

above mentioned border points are designated as Land Custom Stations of high bilateral 

importance jointly by customs in India and its neighbouring countries. Also, four out of 

the five ports are to be developed as Integrated Check Posts in the near future. Also given 

upcoming physical connectivity projects, Siliguri, situated on the ‘chicken-neck’ at the 

junction of corridors from all four countries, poses as a highly potential location as a sub-

regional trade hub.

Given this, the roundtable deliberates on the opportunities challenges, gaps and concerns 

to develop a sub-regional trading hub (possibly at Siliguri, West Bengal, India) and come 

up with an action plan and advocacy agenda with stakeholder mapping for the same. This 

envisaged outcome will be informed by and be aligned to the outcome from the discussions 

on sub-regional agri-horti value chains.

4. The Larger Strategic Backdrop: Ideation Exercise and Way Forward

 The consultation group will take up innovative ideation exercises to examine the 

possibilities of moving to a paradigm of border security that is based on collaboration 

through information sharing, institutional linkages and infrastructure facilitation, ensuring 

physical and economic security of the communities that inhabit the region.
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POLICY DIALOGUE PROCEEDINGS

Day 1: 16th August, 2018  

11:00 am – 12:00 pm : INAUGURAL SESSION

Chair  : Amb. Rajiv K. Bhutia, Former Ambassador to Myanmar

    and Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House, Member,

   Governing Council, Asian Confluence 

Introduction : Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian Confluence

Special Address by Guest of Honor : Dr. Surendra Pandey, MP Nepal 

Inaugural Address by Chief Guest : Mr. Conrad K. Sangma, Chief Minister of Meghalaya 

Present  : Prof. Shakti Sinha, Director Nehru Memorial Museum and Library

The second edition of Shillong Dialogue, was organised by the Asian Confluence in 

association with the Asia Foundation, at the Asian Confluence Habitat Centre, Shillong, 

Meghalaya, on August 16-17, 2018. The theme of the dialogue was “India and Sub 

Himalayan Eastern Neighbours: Revisioning Our Shared Borders- Transforming Geo 

Spaces to Celebrate Ideas, Skills, and People.”

The dialogue aimed at engaging relevant stakeholders from across India’s eastern and north 

eastern states along with her immediate eastern neighbours Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal 

and Myanmar, in order to ideate larger connectivity imperatives within the sub-region. 

The two days’ event serves as a consultation platform to discuss emerging insights from 

an ongoing study conducted by the Asian Confluence on ways and means to connect the 

border states and regions through interconnectedness of goods, services and people; deep-

diving on three major pillars; namely, Tourism, Agri-horti value chains and sub-regional 

Trade-Tourism-Transit hubs. 

The dialogue began with Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian Confluence 

introducing the honourable chair Ambassador Rajiv. K Bhatia, Former Ambassador of India 

to Myanmar and Distinguished member, Governing Council, Asian Confluence; the guest 

of honour Dr. Surendra Pandey, Member of Parliament, Nepal; the honourable chief guest 

Mr. Conrad Sangma, Chief Minister, Meghalaya, among others and welcoming honourable 

dignitaries in the historic city of Shillong, which still remain one of the epicentres of 

thought and education in the entire region. In order to set an overarching theme for further 

discussions, Mr. Dutta emphasized on creating a historical narrative around borders and 

neighbours, which was far too connected in terms of their coastal and railway networks, 

back in 1909. A subsequent series of political factors and shifts in form of partition has 

gradually changed the entire geo-politics of the region. Shillong Dialogue, thus, can be 
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considered as a humble effort to root the macro picture of connectivity as envisaged for 

the ‘geo-spaces’, to the micro level of where the nations meet right at the peripheries, to 

essentially make the peripheries transform into centres and engines of economic growth 

and shared prosperity. Given the fourth BIMSTEC summit to be hosted in Kathmandu and 

India’s flagship dialogue with the ASEAN member states to be organised later this year, 

this timely dialogue promises to come up with ideas, plans and projects to improve lives 

of India’s north eastern states and their immediate neighbourhood through shared benefits. 

Recalling the extensive history of people-to-people relations and strong religious, cultural 

and matrimonial bonds between communities on both sides of Nepal and India, Dr. Surendra 

Pandey, MP, Nepal stressed on the significance of Nepal as a potential transit country 

for trade and business in the context of the sub-region in his special address. Within its 

capacity, Nepal has accommodated the flow of migrants from across the borders including 

from Bhutan and Bangladesh. According to him, Nepal’s dynamics of her relations with 

the people of Northeastern India have ever remained a forgotten chapter so far. The long 

connectivity link through youth and education has subsequently shifted from the Northeast 

to other cities of India and other parts of the world. Hence, a radical shift is necessary in 

the present day from a more traditional viewpoint, recognising the importance of economy 

that is fundamental to the larger mass of the common people in order to ensure equality 

and social justice. 

Infrastructural connectivity and linkages of the bordering communities established through 

natural process at the people-to-people level will naturally help build a new trust and 

confidence amongst the people on the both side on the international boundaries. Furthermore, 

support of the state initiated forum like BBIN and BIMSTEC will add impetus to people 

initiated connectivity initiatives. 

A final thought, as ideated by Dr. Pandey, hovered around connecting ‘Himalaya to 

Meghalaya’, by ways of including seven provinces of Nepal and seven sisters of the 

Northeast. He urged Asian Confluence to take up similar initiatives of planning a roadmap 

and subsequently organising a trip with state leaders, local business people, social activists 

and enthusiasts for further scoping and brainstorming.   

Greeting the delegates in the beautiful city of Shillong in his inaugural address, Mr. Conrad 

Sangma, Chief Minister, Government of Meghalaya spoke about his long term wish of 

conducting a road expedition from Guwahati to Dhaka and to Myanmar via Moreh in 

order to connect with people and perceive prospects and hurdles on the ground. The trade 

between the North Eastern states and Bangladesh is majorly dominated by coal, limestone, 

boulders and similar mined items, which skews the trade basket heavily towards extractive 

industries and also raises concerns about environmental degradation and sustainability of 
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trade and linked livelihoods. This is in the face of the fact that the precipitation and land-use 

patters indicates a very rich diversity of agro-climatic zones and activities in the sub-region 

comprising of the north-eastern India, Bangladesh and Myanmar, which in turn indicates a 

substantial complementarity, which exists in terms of crops, forest-products. On the other 

hand, imports and exports from Bangladesh to India is bare minimum with an approximate 

annual figure of INR 10-15 crores, Tripura being the only exception. 

According to him, tourism links between Bangladesh and Mghalaya can reach greater heights 

as Shillong is the nearest hill station to Bangladesh and things have turned comparatively 

easy in attaining VISA, after operationalisation of the Guwahati consulate. Opening up 

more consulate offices in Shillong and Imphal will help in promoting international tourists 

from Bangladesh and other parts of the region. 

Horticulture is another focus area of the state and Government is moving towards 

establishing a Jackfruit Mission, given the states potential of producing fruit worth INR 

400 crores per annum. There has been growing international demand for Jackfruit with 

a Singapore based company recently showing interest in procuring 3,000 MT product/

month from February 2019, for the next six months. Vietnam has also shown interest on 

similar grounds. Furthermore, the state government policy has been inclusive so far, with 

100 per cent investment limit through automatic routes. Lakadong turmeric mission, will 

also be promoted by the state government (by tripling its production every year) given its 

tremendous circumvent value. 

Food processing sector is a core focus area of the state Government, with the state signifying 

the sector with a separate Directorate in recent months. Inspired by a recent visit to SIAL 

Global Food Marketplace, France, Hon’ble Chief Minister has decided to conduct a similar 

SIAL food processing conference in Shillong, around January – February 2019. The 

conference will invite and involve the Southeast Asian and ASEAN countries, especially 

Vietnam and Thailand, who are performing exceptionally well in food processing industries. 

Apart from learning out new technologies and connecting with the state entrepreneurs, this 

conference will be aiming at building foreign investment platforms and find ways forward 

to ensure job creations. 

Given the immense potential of exporting raw as well as processed food products across 

the world, investing on road connectivity initiatives of linking Guwahati to Chittagong, a 

stretch of 750 Kms, will have long run implications (benefits) for the country as well as 

the region. 

The session ended with a formal vote of thanks from Dr. Sreeradha Dutta, Distinguished 

Fellow, Asian Confluence
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12:30 pm – 1:15 pm : KEYNOTE 

Chair  : Mr. P. P. Srivastava, Member, Governing Council, Asian Confluence 

Keynote Lecture : Prof. Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru Memorial Library

Highlighting the historical trails of Indo-Pacific connections with Asian subcontinent as the 

epicentre, Prof. Prof. Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, in his 

keynote address, focused on the coastal trading routes that existed for India to trade with her 

South East Asian neighbours. These traditional trade routes hugged the east coast of Orissa 

upwards, into parts of Andhra Pradesh via what is now Bangladesh into the Myanmar 

and so on. Before looking at Northeast India as a gateway to South East Asia, one should 

consider the region to achieve greater heights to make it a viable economic contingency. 

Augmenting the Richardian idea of comparative advantage theory in today’s world, he 

further deliberated on the necessity of breaking the myth: “exports are good – imports are 

bad” with daily life instances. The overall outlook of perceiving foreign trade as a broader 

aspect of mutual benefits will help the region strengthen its relationship in multiple ways. 

Citing an example of ample availability of Chinese electronic goods in Burma Bazaar, 

Imphal; Prof. Sinha explained the demand for those commodities among local people, 

which cannot be legislated although formally banned for trade, as mere determinants of 

catering informal trade within the region. It is also pertinent to invest on lesser tangible soft 

infrastructure, apart from the physical infrastructural projects that are more quantifiable. 

Thus, with greater economic integration, one is able to attend greater political autonomy 

within the region, particularly with the estimated potential that northeast possess. 

Acknowledging Prof. Sinha for his brilliant keynote lecture, Mr. P. P. Srivastava, Member, 

Governing Council, Asian Confluence delivered four points to bring out his thoughts on the 

same. The first point is to maintain friendship and register people-to-people contact within 

the region for gaining mutual trust and confidence; the one thing that Asian Confluence 

constantly works on. The second point highlights on perceiving border security as means 

of providing better education, livelihood opportunities, health, business and economic 

progress rather than only ensuring physical protection of an imaginary line on the ground; 

border haats being an exciting example. The third point asserts the significant role of civil 

society organisations in creating public discourse and synergising them with the present 

Government initiatives to ensure pro-people policy prescriptions for the country as well as 

the region. The final point hovers around creating an accommodative ecospace in order to 

ensure peace and harmony with shared prosperity. The key message that has emerged from 

the session is to look at trade integration and interaction towards an inclusive paradigm, 

largely dictated by relationships and not just rules. The interaction was followed by 

announcement of lunch.
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2:30 pm– 4:00 pm:  RE-VISIONING POLITICAL ECONOMY: FACTORS THAT 

   ARE GAME CHANGERS

Chair  : Maj. V. Shamshul Arefin, Bangladesh

Mr. K. N. Kumar, Addl. Chief Secretary, Government of Meghalaya 

Mr. Khin Maung Lwin, Former Director of Health, Myanmar

Prof. Surya Dungal, Kathmandu University School of Law

Dr. Sreeradha Dutta, Senior Fellow, Vivekananda International 

Foundation and DF, Asian Confluence

Mr. Karma Wangdi, Center for Bhutan Studies, Bhutan

Moderated Roundtable discussion 

This session essentially sets up the context for the three or four pillars that the study talks 

about and intends to give a broad outline as well as specific points to understand the course 

of streamlining the discussions during the breakaway sessions.

Mr. Kiran Kumar, Additional Chief Secretary, Government of Meghalaya restricted 

himself in focusing on two vital aspects. One is Indo-Bangladesh border related issues and 

the second is creating a more enabling agri-horti value chains in order to minimise agro-

produce wastes within the state. 

Mr. Kumar highlighted the geographical challenges of completing the border fencing 

between the two countries and the growing concern on trade in necessary commodities such 

as food items, cloths and other consumer products, essentially through informal routes. 

Structural institutions in the likes of Border haats can be depicted as a possible answer to 

reducing informal trade, although the estimated volume of trade through these mechanisms 

is much less as compared to the total estimate of informal trade between Meghalaya and 

Bangladesh. Furthermore, he focused on examining the possibilities of creating larger 

basket of agri-horti commodities that may be developed through cross border value chains 

enabling greater economic synergies amongst the states of Bangladesh and India. For 

instance, production of short duration value crops like Strawberries and Apricots can be 

easily expanded, given a reduction in the Non-Tariff Barriers imposed by Bangladesh on 

specific certification issues with respect to caesium.     

Taking on from where Mr. Kumar finished Mr. M.P.Bezbaruah, Member, Governing 

Council, Asian Confluence highlighted upon the need for processing technologies and 

preserving mechanisms of horticulture produce in order to compete with the global market, 

citing the example of Vietnam.  He pushed the idea of launching a new narrative around 

movement for flows of skills, ideas and people beyond, the security centric paradigm of 

borders that exist today to one that is based on collaboration based on information sharing, 

institutional linkages and infrastructure facilitation.
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Professor Surya Doungel, School of Law, Kathmandu University highlighted on 

synergising legislative issues between the provincial and local governments in the present 

federal system of Nepal. According to him, the media plays an essential role by the way 

they frames issue and bring it before the public through digital and printed means. Thus, 

involving civil society, media and other third space organisations in planning, designing 

and promotion of both agri-horti and tourism services in the sub-region would help.

Maj. V Shamshul Arefin, Bangladesh talked about creating connectivity and tourism 

infrastructure in identified and prospective locations of tourist interest. Developing hill 

stations in parts of Meghalaya, as has been ideated by the honourable Chief Minister 

of the state, would be a good idea in catering international tourists, over the year. Easy 

transportation, relatively cheaper accommodation and availability of familiar food 

joints would further boost tourists from Bangladesh to Meghalaya. Cheaper and better 

international air connectivity (Dhaka – Guwahati - Dhaka) is an attribute to India’s thriving 

medical tourism sector along the east and northeast India, which has grown by more than 

200 per cent between 2013 and 2016. 

Mr. Karma Wangdi, Center for Bhutan Studies put up a different perspective, altogether, in 

order to justify Bhutan’s inability to join bilateral and multilateral connectivity initiatives 

in the likes of BBIN, considering its size and the estimated amount of commercial 

footprints. It would rather be beneficial for the state to enhance talks related to shared 

ecology, culture and spiritualism and hence promote eco-tourism. Mr. Wangdi deliberated 

on eco-friendly railway tracks, crisscrossing Bhutan with the northeastern states of India, 

Nepal and stretching towards Myanmar as a possible means of shared eco-spaces. There is 

tremendous scope of improving Buddhist circuits along Bhutan and parts of Northeast India 

through proper promotion and marketing of these places. Although, Lumbini (Rupandehi, 

Nepal) – Bodhgaya (Bihar, India) – Sarnath (Uttar Pradesh, India) – Kushinagar (Uttar 

Pradesh, India) are the only celebrated Buddhist circuit routes passing through this region, 

there are scopes of developing other circuit routes like Takshang Palphug/ Punakha Dzong 

Monastery (Bhutan), which has been largely unexplored. 

Emphasising the role of local people, Ms. Sreeradha Dutta, Distinguished Fellow, Asian 

Confluence said that even though a arge picture of cooperation has been drawn, the micro 

details are still to be duly addressed on the ground. The delay in implementation of multi-

country projects within the sub-region (re: BBIN connectivity initiative) disinterest local 

communities to a large extent. Although, there has been enough push from almost all 

governments in supporting regional efforts like BBIN and BIMSTEC, formularising the 

same through proper structured channels is a challenge. Referring to the example of the 

four operational border haats, Ms. Dutta explained these as successful models of mitigating 
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informal trade with enthusiastic local community involvement, even though, there are 

major areas of improvement. 

Thanking all the speakers for sharing knowledge and exchanging viewpoints on the matter 

of the subject, Ambassador Muchkund Dubey emphasised on reconsidering the concept 

of sovereign territories and sovereignty in the interest of security and other reasons. 

Furthermore, there should be a strong political inclination of considering border states 

as neighbours. Contradiction of taking pride in border fencing among other means of 

territorial separation is not what ‘cooperation’ demands. The idea of the honourable Chief 

Minsiter on creating a free trade zone in this area, consisting of the Northeastern part of 

India and adjoining countries can be well thought off. The region can take rich experience 

of the South Asian economies in having successful growth triangles and quadrangles 

with shared cooperation. Furtehrmore, bilateral issues should be given more weightage 

for transforming economic relations within the sub-region with mutual faith and trust. He 

concluded by acknowledging the contribution of the third space in coming up with plans 

and promotions at the state level in the form of focused attempts to promote medium, small 

and micro enterprises on agri-horti products and tourism services; which might requir an 

initial handholding and guidance by the government so as to facilitate easier access to 

finance, infrastructure grants, GST reimbursements and exposure through participation in 

expos and exhibitions across the globe.

4:00pm – 5:30 pm : SESSION 1: Tourism for better sub-regional integration,

     economic and peace dividends: Focus on developing a sub-regional 

    Hub and Border Tourism 

Chair  : Mr. M. P. Bezbaruah, Member, Governing Council, Asian Confluence

      Mr.  Cyrill Diengdoh, Director, Tourism Meghalaya

     Mr.  R.K. Shivachandra, Act East Cell, Manipur 

     Mr.  Arijit Purkhayastha, CEO Koyeli Travels

     Mr. Enayet Chowdhury, Visit Sylhet, Bangladesh  

Moderated Roundtable discussion

This session had presentations to share government and private sector perspectives on the 

status and possibilities, on sub-regional tourism for better integration. 

As one of the world’s largest economic sectors, travel and tourism creates jobs, drives 

exports, and generates prosperity across the world, opined Mr. M. P. Bezbaruah, Member 

Governing Council , Asian Confluence. In the annual analysis of global economic impact 

of travel and tourism by the World Travel and Tourism Council, 2018, the sector is shown 

to account for 10.4% of global GDP and 313 million jobs (one out of 10 jobs in all sectors), 

or 9.9% of total employment, in 2017. According to him, there is immense possibilities in 
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tourism, the sub-region being home to some of the most breath taking natural terrains in 

the country, the mighty Himalayas, extremely rich and diverse culture and biodiversity, 

substantial forests covers and a lot more. Historical movement of people along the 

corridors in the region has always been high, for trade, pilgrimage and spiritual interests. 

Tourism development at the border regions could add a new product of border tourism to 

the industry. The border regions have immense potential to converge service industries 

in tourism (such as agri-tourism, community tourism, history trails, adventure tourism, 

viewing border protocols) along with agro trade. The under-discussion BIN visa or travel 

permit will be the main precursor for such a momentum for people’s mobility.

With the Indian Ministry of Tourism eyeing to build inter-regional people-to-people contact 

between Northeast India and the ASEAN countries, the state Government of Meghalaya is 

all set to strategize the creation of exceptional marketing campaigns in different thematic 

packages like wildlife, adventure, eco, ethnic and cuisine tourism, as narrated by Mr.  Cyrill 

Diengdoh, Director, Tourism Meghalaya. 

He opined that, Meghalaya leads the northeast states, along with Assam, in terms of 

identifying the highest numbers of natural and cave tourist attraction trails within the state. 

One of the most remarkable features of the Khasi Hills in Meghalaya is the Mawphlang 

sacred forest, which has been preserved by traditional religious sanction sinceantiquity. 

The sacred grove has an amazing variety of life formslikeplants, flowering trees, orchids 

and butterflies. Asia’s biggest river island in Majuli, Assam and the second biggest in 

Nongkhnum, West Khali hills, Meghalaya have diverse sandy shores with adjacent lakes. 

According to Mr.  R.K. Shivachandra, Act East Cell, Manipur, more emphasis is needed on 

creating connectivity and tourism infrastructure in identified and prospective locations of 

tourist interest. Focused capacity building and training for tourism personnel (hospitality, 

cultural curation, marketing tools, etc. etc) is also necessary to help augment tourist 

experience in the region. The same needs to be done through professional agencies who 

can deliver world class training and capacity building modules. 

Mr. Enayet Chowdhury, Visit Sylhet, Bangladesh focused on the need for sustainable 

destination and tourism management for protection of ecology, culture and environment 

in the sub-region. In addition, capacity enhancement of both public and private entities 

linked to the tourism sector is needed to orient them to such global best practices. Offering 

the perspective of Bangladesh, he added that a regional VISA could be a good start to 

ease VISA issues. BIMSTEC VISA could be a useful idea to this end. Governments in the 

region need to agree, adopt and popularise such ideas. Also, such VISA should not be port 

tied and will need to offer flexibility in terms of the mode of travel, port and destinations 

for incoming tourists. 
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Acknowledging every panellist for their thought provoking ideations, the chair for the 

session Mr. Bezbaruah highlighted higher engagement and a greater role of civil society, 

media and other Third Space organisations in planning, designing and promotion of tourism 

services in the sub-region.

Day 2: 17th August, 2018

9.30 am – 10:30am:  

Chair  : Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation

Initial Invited Viewpoints:

   Mr. Dorji Rinchen, Department of Agriculture, Bhutan 

   Mr. Ram Gopal Agarwal, Distinguised Fellow, NITI Aaayog

   Mr. Sujon Roy, Pran Foods , Bangladesh

   Mr. Mahboob Ahmed, CEO Ship Wrights Bangladesh

The second day of the conference focused more on discussing possibilities and ideas that 

emerged from the ongoing study to validate, sharpen and add to them and also to understand 

what further needs to be done to take the ideas forward. This session has started with a brief 

recap of the first day by Mr. Prithviraj Nath, Senior Fellow, Asian Confluence, followed 

by presentations to share government and private sector perspectives on the possibilities, 

particularly on agri-horti value chains, trade-transit hubs, etc.  

The first session of the second day was chaired by Dr. Sagar Presai, Director, Asia 

Foundation and eminent panellists include Mr. Sujon Roy, Pran foods, Bangladesh; Mr 

Mehboob Ahemad, CEO, Shiprise, Bangladesh; Mr K.C. Sunil, CEO, AIDIA, Nepal and 

Mr. Dorjee Rinchen, Coordinator, Agricultural Marketing, Royal Government of Bhutan.  

Mr. Sujon Roy, PRAN foods, Bangladesh initiated his discussion by pointing at the farmer 

benefits and how PRAN has become the largest agro processing unit of Bangladesh working 

with more than 10,000 contract farmers over the years. The importance of law and order 

situation of any state is vitally essential for setting up business in that particular location 

and this is the primary reason of the company marking its footprint in Tripura, which is 

arguably the remotest part of the Northeast. So an improvement in the overall law and order 

mechanism would bring in more number of investors and business interest in the region. 

The causality between investment and economic prosperity should be further explored into. 

Mr. Roy hinted on the possibility of PRAN group of companies showcasing interest on 

investing in agro-based business in Meghalaya, given a conducive political scenario of the 

state in present times.  
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Mr. Mehboob Ahmed, CEO of Shiprise, Bangladesh discussed the varied significance of 

multimodal connectivity and how places like Agartala are gaining strategic importance 

after the completion of railway tracks. Sea transport, being comparatively cheaper should 

be provided with the right infrastructural facilities to attract more shipments. Giving 

the example of the Ashugunj as a container plus bulk terminal transit for the northeast, 

Mr. Ahmed pointed out at the three transhipments which have only taken place through 

Ashugunj port between India and Bangladesh with little or no commercial profitability. 

Mr. Ahmed also specifically pointed out the port restrictions of agro products through 

Agartala ICP, which compels the Bangladeshi importers to leave out the idea of exporting 

organic pineapples or any other horticulture products from Tripura, even though there is 

no dearth of supply. 

Thanking Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta for inviting him for the conference, Mr. K.C.Sunil, 

CEO, AIDIA, Nepal ideated on promoting air connectivity in connecting the business 

communities within the region, apart from the ongoing BIN Motor Vehicles initiative. 

Even during the recent commerce secretary level meeting between India and Nepal, the 

Nepalese Government proposed to put greater emphasis on regional air connectivity like 

bi-weekly between Kathmandu and Varanasi. Direct flights from Guwahati to Badarpur 

or Biratnagar could even be thought off. Given the huge scope of regional tourism, the 

Elam district of Nepal is very much viable for the Bangladeshi and the northeast tourist in 

India and for that, air connectivity initiatives are noteworthy. Echoing to what Mr. Ram 

Madhav has pointed out at a very recent conference in Kathmandu at the “Nepal-India 

Think Summit”, proposing the ‘Looks South’ policy and identifying the significance of 

Chittagong sea port for the third-country connectivity to Nepal, Mr. Sunil also seemed 

quite convinced about promoting BBIN VISA as a focused step towards promoting tourism 

within the sub-region. 

Mr. Dorjee Rinchen, Coordinator, Agriculture Marketing, Royal Government of Bhutan 

highlights the Governemnt policy of sustainable farming and harvesting in his speech. 

The newly launched project on Commercialisation of Agriculture Resilience Livelihood 

Enhancement Project (CARLEP) has the primary focus on establishing value chains, 

identifying farmers as the main players/actors. The issue of marketable surplus for the 

local producers within Bhutan is hard to address, as they do not have the bandwidth to 

cater to bulk orders that might come in from Singapore and Japan, particularly for fruit 

items. Complimenting the role of aggregators and facilitators, commonly misinterpreted as 

middlemen, Mr. Rinchen acknowledged the work that they do in order to create a supply 

chain management system, especially in a terrain as difficult as Bhutan. 
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Thanking all the participants for being a part of an extensive course of discussion, Mr. 

Prasai pointed out the issue of climate change imperatives. It should be a mandate for 

all these countries to establish their unique climate change models on sea level rise and 

hydrology in major rivers flowing through the sub-region, with available EC modes, and 

seismic modelling. Right now, there are no rules of consideration in this particular issue.

This session was followed by three breakout sessions which aimed at brainstorming 

three core ideas of Sub-regional Tourism, Agri-horti loops and Sub-regional Transit Hub 

to deliberate on pertinent questions, possibilities, challenges and concerns to come up 

with inputs and recommendations on the three themes and geo-spaces. Three (3) parallel 

brainstorming sessions were conducted to sharpen outcomes and develop a forward looking 

action agenda for each pillar/theme. 3 sets of questions has been articulated and distributed 

among the participants in this regard.

Breakout sessions: 10.45 am - 1200 noon 

Breakout Session 1: Tourism for better sub-regional integration, economic and peace 

dividends: Focus on developing a sub-regional Hub and Border Tourism

Moderator: Mr. M. P. Bezbaruah, Member Governing Council , Asian Confluence

Expert Group: Mr. Karma Wangdi, Mr.  Arijit Purkhayastha, Mr. Enayet Chowdhury, 

Mr.  R.K. Shivachandra, Kamarul Hassan Mohammad, Mr. Soumya Bandyopadhyay, 

Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta

This session focused on discussing the existing trends and circuits for tourism in the sub-

region and deliberated on how to further strengthen the same to lead to better people-to-

people connect, economic and peace dividends. It explored various ideas and circuits for 

tourism in the sub-region to come up with suggestions on possible hubs, circuits and also 

identify challenges and gaps that need to be fulfilled to further the proposed ideas. 

Key Takeaways: 

1. Introduction of MICE tourism at the borders. 

2. Identifying locations for weekend tourism: small two day weekend tourism circuits 

could be developed. The various themes/circuits identified include Buddhist circuit, 

nature and cave circuits, culture and heritage circuits, health circuits and education 

circuits. 

3. Developing marketing and publicity tools for each of these tourism circuits. A need 

for comprehensive infrastructure development, homestays, air links were thought of 

as some low hanging fruits. Facilitating BIMSTEC VISA scheme was thought of as a 

great idea to move forward. 
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4. A common digitization of electronic platforms across the region can also be thought of 

as a major enabler that could actually happen as next steps.

5. Mitigating security and strategic issues by building in Smart Co-prosperity Zones and 

re-imaging borders as prosperity hubs as against securitised barriers. 

6. River tourism could be thought of as a feasible idea, between India and Bangladesh. 

7. Bollywood had also been thought of as a great enabler for generating tourism attraction. 

Need more Government policies to promote Bollywood or other media; identifying 

film locations and promoting them through appealing websites could increase the 

commercial saleability. 

8. Undertaking more studies to assess gaps and needs for sustainable destination and 

tourism management and subsequent advocacy activities.

Breakout Session 2: Creation of Integrated, Climate-smart and Gender-inclusive   

Agri-horti value chains

Moderator:  Dr. Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation

Expert Group: Mr. Khin Maung Lwin, Ms. Manju Yadav, Mr. Sujon Roy, Mr. Dorji 

Rinchen, Mr. Mahboob Ahmed, Amb. Muchkund Dubey, Mr. Vivek Dhankar,   

Mr. Alemtemsi Jamir, Ms. Deigracia Nonkynri, Winfred Warshong, Prithviraj Nath 

The session deliberated on the possibility of creating integrated value-chains in the sub-

region that involves crops and produce that specific terrains have natural advantages on 

and on how to leverage such natural advantage by extending existing local value chains 

to be sub-regional value chains. The discussions focused on, among other things, specific 

products that have the potential for integrated value chains in the region. The discussions 

also aimed to understand how leveraging natural advantage of certain specific geographies 

for growing specific  crops could be make higher climate sense and also what gender impact 

such production and supply can led to.  The panel aimed to come up with suggestions based 

on opportunities, challenges and concerns and hence what further activities and/or deep-

diving will be required to transform this idea into a tangible actionable plan. 

Key Takeaways:

1. Products identified:

 a. Cassava/Tapioca 

 b. Chilly

 c. Turmeric

 d. Jackfruit

 e. Pineapple

 f. Potato
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2. “Organic” could be an important enabler for all agri-horti trade between and among 

the countries in the sub-region and also for enhancing export potential of products.  

The North East and Bhutan enjoys special advantages to this end. 

3. Geo-space: No specific geo-space was separately discussed since the idea of agri-

horti value chains seems to be an idea that has takers for all the geo-spaces that were 

flagged. However, for immediate action, the Meghalaya-Mizoram-Tripura-Bangladesh 

geography could be explored.

4. Challenges:

 a. Aggregation of small surpluses

 b. Internal supply chains

 c. Telecommunication 

 d. Digital connectivity

 e. Mono-cropping

 f. Trade restrictions (SPS and Quarantine related, Port restrictions)

 g. Border control functionaries have capacity gaps

 h. Perceptions about agriculture

 i. Contamination from water, land, handling, etc. 

5. Suggestions:

a. Removing trade restrictions for specific products

b. Creating growth centres

c. Creating aggregation services facilitated by government – collection of small 

surpluses

d. Transportation facilitated by government

e. R& D by extension service

f. Robust telecommunication and digital connectivity

g. Border exchange by communities living nearby could be handled by border haats – 

some concerns and differences  iin  opinion among group members

h. Creation of testing laboratories and testing centres closer to borders. Maybe at 

central locations that can cater to multiple border crossing points (e.g. Siliguri in 

West Bengal that can  cater to five border crossing points between India, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan and Nepal)

i. Creation of agri-horti dedicated logistics systems (refrigerated vans, etc.)

6. Actions Points and further doable

a. Supply and demand side studies for each identified products – Short Term

b. Studies to understand how crops could be affected due to climate change –  Long 

term and continuous

c. Private sector - government agencies roundtables – Short Term
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Breakout Session 3: Exploring Special Trade and Transit Hubs: Drawing from sub-

regional Connectivity Status, Plans and Possibilities

This session looked at the existing and upcoming connectivity infrastructure and cooperation 

frameworks to identify and advocate for Trade and Transit hub(s) for the both Trade (e.g. 

agri-horti value chains in the sub-region) and Tourism. The session aimed to come up with 

a list of potential Hubs in the sub-region, deliberate on  their respective merits, demerits, 

look at possibilities, opportunities, challenges and concerns and suggest advocacy and 

action plan agenda to take the idea forward. 

Moderator:  Amb. Rudi Warji, Distinguished Fellow, Asian Confluence

Expert Group: Prof. Surya Dungal, , Dr. Surendra Pandey, Mr. Anil Shah, Maj. Arefin, 

Mr. P. P. Srivastava, Amb. Rajiv K. Bhatia, Brig. Chikara, Dr. B. B. Dutta, Dr. Sreeradha 

Dutta, Mr. Sunil K.C., Dr. Binayak Dutta

Key Takeaways: 

1. Desirable to examine the possibility of bilateral format and how it could build towards 

greater multilateral cooperation on regional connectivity. BIN and INT could be 

processed around this format. 

2. Negative listed items for trade between India and Bangladesh needs to be eased out 

to promote better trade relationship between the two countries (excluding narcotics, 

drugs etc.) which could have a positive impact on the two countries cooperating at 

multilateral institutions and forums. 

3. The idea of border haats needs to be aggressively promoted to encourage both bilateral 

and multilateral cooperation and connectivity. 

4. It was felt that it was desirable to aggressively pursue land and water way connectivity 

in the region to make BIN a vibrant reality. In this context it was felt that bus service, 

rail connectivity and water way connectivity needs to be encouraged and bottlenecks 

removed.

5. Promote organic farming and streamline the certification process to facilitate agri 

production and make them internationally competitive.

6. The road networks need to be encouraged by removing the ground level bottlenecks 

like labour unions to make connectivity more viable.

7. There is a need to sensitize the local population about peace dividend and benefits 

of the connectivity projects. It was important to impart knowledge at the ground to 

remove psychological barriers towards connectivity.
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8. Actionable programs needs to be identified and local communities need to be taken on 

board as stakeholders in the connectivity and agri hub projects and break the monopoly 

interest operating in the region.

9. Construction of large transnational connectivity hubs for the easy transfer of goods and 

services. The. Idea is to develop a designated border town as a designated international 

transit point. 

10. Identity products and projects which could foster easy coordination between the state 

government and the central government ministries like MHA and MEA to facilitate the 

establishment of model transnational gateways in the region.

11. Private investment in international connectivity projects must be pursued. North 

Eastern state governments must aggressively market their states as model international 

transnational connectivity hubs among the private investors in metropolitan cities of 

India as a first step toward encouraging international private investment in the region.

3:00 pm – 4:30 pm: THE WAY FORWARD

This session deliberated on some of the larger strategic and political issues in light of the 

specific discussions and suggestions that emerged from the earlier sessions to help connect 

suggested action agenda with the political realities and aspirations of the present times. 

It was in the form of a discussion and an Ideation Exercise towards Revisioning Shared 

Borders.  Moving away from sharp territorial divisions, the discussion on revisioning of 

borders tried to examine ways and means to strengthen cross border engagement to lead 

to mutual benefits. 

Moderated Round Table Discussion 

Moderator: Amb. Rajiv K. Bhatia

Summation: Amb. Muchkund Dubey

The key areas emphasized by Amb. Dubey were:

1. More focus on creating job opportunities. 

2. Aggregation of small scale production could be best done by Government. 

3. Emphasis on agriculture and horticulture specific connectivity for movement of 

certain goods in a particular area can be opened and developed.

4. The subject that water pollution is equally important from the point of view of trade 

in consumer goods which leads to largest spread of disease. 

5. Ensuring good governance and administration within the borders. 

Concluding the two day conference, Ambassador Bhatia explained the various facets of 

connectivity, trade and mobility in the Eastern South Asia sub-region that were discussed 

over the last two days, to identify geospaces and themes that seem to have higher traction 
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and possibilities to promote integration and unity. It concluded that the three identified 

themes, 1) Promoting Connectivity through Trade-Transit-Tourism Hubs, 2) Creating 

Cross-border Agri-horti value chains and 3) Tourism for better sub-regional integration, 

economic and peace dividends, does seem to have significant traction with  policymakers, 

ground level players, and the private sector. 

The conference reveals that policies and initiatives at the regional, national and sub-national 

levels provide ample scope and ground for these ideas to take root and lead to prosperity 

and wider economic benefits for various stakeholder groups. These ideas also seem to have 

substantial implications for influencing larger discourses on connectivity and cross-border 

mobility of goods, people and ideas.

 Also, given the present state of affairs and interest in greater connectivity and integration 

by various stakeholder categories, the dialogue concludes that it is probably best to focus 

on a few specific geospaces rather than the entire Eastern South Asia sub-region. To this 

end, this report, its analysis and recommendations also focus on the selected geospaces 

which mostly comprise of the northeastern states of Meghalaya, Tripura, Mizoram and 

Assam and the neighboring countries of Bangladesh and to a lesser extent, Myanmar.

It also identified specific potential for the geospace that Siliguri belongs to, a narrow 

corridor which is at the junction of all the four BBIN countries and shares concrete ideas to 

further the prospects. It also suggests a similar possibility at Zokhawthar in Mizoram along 

the India-Myanmar border. 

The systemic and specific recommendations on the three identified themes also came up 

with some new ideas that can be explored with a view to lead to greater connectivity, 

mobility and prosperity in this sub-region. 

A gist of the ideas and recommendations that emerged from the dialogue as well as the 

larger study undertaken, are captured in the table below:
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This section compiles the ideas and recommendations that emerged from the study undertaken by 

Asian Confluence and the subsequent discussions during the Shillong Dialogue

Trade-Transit-Tourism Hub

• Undertake research to create a repository and compendium of information on all connectivity 

projects being planned and /or implemented by various agencies including multilateral 

development partners, national governments and private sector. 

• Create targeted dissemination and capacity building modules and products aimed at ground level 

local stakeholders to help them engage with the discourse on connectivity and to help them relate 

to the big picture and help them understand the local benefits from such projects

• Undertake further focused research to understand the feasibility and applicability of the idea on 

“Smart Co-prosperity Zones”

• Undertake further focused research to understand the feasibility and applicability of the idea 

of establishing Siligurias a Trade-Transit-Tourism Hub and also similar idea at Zokhawthar in 

Mizoram along the India-Myanmar border

Creating cross-border Agri-Horti Value chains in the Eastern Himalayan Sub-region

• Undertake deep dive research to gauge supply and demand side market factors, regulatory 

frameworks, challenges, opportunities and possibilities towards promoting cross-border value 

chains for each identified product in collaboration with private entities and market players on 

both sides of the border.  

• Organize targeted roundtables involving private players, governments, and chambers to facilitate 

discussions and generate outcomes on cross-border collaborations on agri-horti value chains – 

Third Space facilitation of public-private dialogues

• Undertake policy advocacy based on research outcome to influence policy and practice change 

Tourism for better sub-regional integration, economic and peace dividends

• Undertake studies to gauge the feasibility, gaps, concerns and possibilities for various kinds of tourism. 

Each theme will need a different approach given its nature. Themes that seem more prospective and are 

low hanging fruits could be prioritized. The various themes/circuits identified include:

     o MICE tourism at the borders. 

     o Weekend tourism circuits including shopping destinations close to borders (e.g. Agartala)

     o Buddhist circuits

     o Cave Circuits

     o Nature and Birding Trails

     o Health tourism 

     o Agri-horti linked tourism (tea, etc.)

• Bollywood was thought of as a great enabler to generate attraction around locations, culture and 

activities. There could be policies/schemes to promote the possibility of Bollywood or other 

similar media shooting films in the locations around the prospective circuits.

• Promote the idea of BIMSTEC Visa through Op-eds, articles and policy papers

• Undertake studies to assess gaps and needs for sustainable destination and tourism management 

and subsequent advocacy activities. 

• Organise cultural exchanges around music, art forms, cuisines, etc. to advertise and popularise 

destinations and themes.

IDEAS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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AGENDA

DAY 1: Thursday, 16th August, 2018

9.30 am – 10:30am: Registration and Networking Breakfast

10:30 am - 11:00 am: Introductions and welcome 

11:00 am – 12:00 pm: Inaugural Session

Chair  : Amb. Rajiv K. Bhtia, Former Ambassador to Myanmar and   

     Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House, Member, Governing Council, 

     Asian Confluence

Introduction : Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian Confluence

Special Address by Guest of Honor :Dr. Surendra Pandey, Member of Parliament, Nepal 

Inaugural Address by Chief Guest : Mr. Conrad K. Sangma, Chief Minister of Meghalaya 

Present  : Prof. Shakti Sinha, Director Nehru Memorial Museum and Library

12:00 noon- 12:30pm : High Tea

12:30 pm – 1:15 pm : Keynote  

Chair  : Mr. P. P. Srivastava, Member, Governing Council, Asian Confluence 

Keynote Lecture : Prof. Shakti Sinha, Director Nehru Memorial Museum and Library

1:15 pm - 2:30pm: Lunch

2:30 pm– 4:00 pm: Revisioning Political Economy: factors that are game changers

This session will set the context for the deliberations for the ensuing two days. Maps 

of connectivity both in the historical and present context  will be presented . State level 

initiatives on agriculture as a sector and perspectives from the region will be presented. 

This will include  Round table discussion will focus on the possibilities, challenges and 

aspirations that may help shape the larger discourse on connectivity, integration and 

prosperity in the near future. 

Chair  : Maj. V. Shamshul Arefin, Bangladesh 

     Mr. K.N.Kumar, Addl. Chief Secretary, Government of Meghalaya 

     Mr. Khin Maung Lwin, Former Director of Health, Myanmar

     Prof. Surya Dungal, Kathmandu University School of Law

     Dr. Sreeradha Dutta, Senior Fellow, Vivekananda International 

     Foundation and Distinguished Fellow, Asian Confluence

     Mr. Karma Wangdi, Center for Bhutan Studies, Bhutan

Moderated Roundtable discussion  

ANNEXURE
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4:00pm – 5:30 pm: SESSION 1:

Tourism for better sub-regional integration, economic and peace dividends: Focus on 

developing a sub-regional Hub and Border Tourism

This session will have presentations to share government and private sector perspectives 

on the status and possibilities, on sub-regional tourism for better integration 

Chair   : Mr. M.P.Bezbaruah, Member Governing Council ,

      Asian Confluence

       Mr.  Cyrill Diengdoh, Director, Tourism Meghalaya

      Mr.  R.K. Shivachandra, Act East Cell, Manipur 

      Mr.  Arijit Purkhayastha, CEO Koyeli Travels

      Mr. Enayet Chowdhury, Visit Sylhet, Bangladesh  

Moderated Roundtable discussion  

6:30 pm – 8:00 pm: Asian Confluence Inaugural Dinner 

Hon. Home Minister of Meghalaya, Mr.  James Sangma will be the Special Guest 

DAY 2: Friday, 17th August, 2018

9.30 am – 10:30am:  

The second day will focus more on discussing the possibilities and ideas that emerged 

from the ongoing study to validate, sharpen and add to them and also to understand 

what further needs to be done to take the ideas forward. 

Session 2:This session will start with a brief recap of the first day, followed by presentations 

to share government and private sector perspectives on the possibilities, particularly on 

agri-horti value chains, trade-transit hubs, etc.  

Chair   : Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation

Initial Invited Viewpoints : Mr. Dorji Rinchen, Department of Agriculture, Bhutan 

      Mr. Sunil K C, Founder, Asian Institute of Diplomacy and

      International Affairs (AIDIA)

      Mr. Sujon Roy, Pran Foods , Bangladesh

      Mr. Mahboob Ahmed, CEO Ship Wrights Bangladesh

10:30 am – 12:00 noon:   

Breakaway Sessions: The breakaway sessions will brainstorm on three core ideas of 

Sub-regional Tourism, Agri-horti loops and Sub-regional Transit Hub to deliberate on 

pertinent questions, possibilities, challenges and concerns to come up with inputs and 

recommendations on the three themes and geo-spaces. There will be three (3) parallel 

brainstorming sessions to sharpen outcomes and develop a forward looking action agenda 

for each pillar/theme. 
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Presentation on the key themes and geo-spaces, format and expected outcomes of the 

Breakaway Sessions : Prithviraj Nath, Senior Fellow, Asian Confluence 

10.45 am - 1200 noon:  

Breakaway Session 1: Tourism for better sub-regional integration, economic and 

peace dividends: Focus on developing a sub-regional Hub and Border Tourism

This session will examine the existing trends and circuits for tourism in the sub-region 

and deliberate on how to further strengthen the same to lead to better people-to-people 

connect, economic and peace dividends. It will explore the ideas of Border Tourism and a 

Hub and spoke model for tourism circuits in the sub-region to come up with suggestions 

on possible hubs, circuits and also identify challenges and gaps that need to be fulfilled to 

further the proposed ideas. 

Moderator  :  Mr. M.P.Bezbaruah, Member Governing Council , Asian Confluence

Expert Group : Mr. Karma Wangdi, Mr.  Arijit Purkhayastha,   

     Mr. Enayet Chowdhury, Mr.  R.K. Shivachandra,    

     Kamarul Hassan Mohammad, Mr. Soumya Bandyopadhyay,  

     Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta

Breakaway Session 2: Creation of Integrated, Climate-smart and Gender-inclusive 

Agri-horti value chains

The session will discuss the possibility of creating integrated value-chains in the sub-region 

that involves crops and produce that specific terrains have natural advantages on and 

deliberate on how to leverage such natural advantage by extending existing local value 

chains to be sub-regional value chains. The discussions can focus on initially identified 

products like pineapples, bamboo, select vegetables, spices, etc. The two factors informing 

the discussion will be how leveraging natural advantage could be make higher climate 

sense and also factor in the gender impact that such production and supply can led to.  The 

panel wil come  up with suggestions based on opportunities, challenges and concerns and 

hence what further activities and/or deep-diving will be required to transform this idea into 

a tangible actionable plan. 

Moderator  : Dr. Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation

Expert Group : Mr. Khin Maung Lwin, Ms. Manju Yadav, Mr. Sujon Roy,

     Mr. Dorji Rinchen, Mr. Mahboob Ahmed, Amb. Muchkund

     Dubey, Mr. Vivek Dhankar, Ms. Deigracia Nonkynri,

     Mr. Winfred Warshong, Mr. Prithviraj Nath
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Breakaway Session 3: Exploring Special Trade and Transit Hubs: Drawing from sub-

regional Connectivity Status, Plans and Possibilities

This session will look at the existing and upcoming connectivity infrastructure and 

cooperation frameworks to identify and advocate for Trade and Transit hub(s) for the 

both Trade (e.g. agri-horti value chains in the sub-region) and Tourism. The session aims 

to come up with a list of potential Hubs in the sub-region, deliberate on  their respective 

merits, demerits, look at possibilities, opportunities, challenges and concerns and suggest 

advocacy and action plan agenda to take the idea forward. 

Moderator  :  Amb. Rudi Warji, Distinguished Fellow, Asian Confluence

Expert Group : Prof. Surya Dungal, , Dr. Surendra Pandey, Mr. Anil Shah,

     Maj. Arefin, Mr. P. P. Srivastava, Amb. Rajiv K. Bhatia,

     Brig. Chikara, Dr. B. B. Dutta, Dr. Sreeradha Dutta,

     Mr. Sunil K.C., Dr. Binayak Dutta

12:00 noon – 12:15 pm: TEA BREAK

12:15pm – 1:45pm: 

Rappoteur’s Presentation and Open house Discussions: 

This session will have presentations by the Rappoteur’s from each Breakaway Session 

to preset the suggestions, recommendations and outcomes that emerge from t he parallel 

brainstorming sessions. These will then be considered by the house to comment and provide 

inputs on. Each presentation will be followed by open house discussions. 

Chair  : Dr. Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation

Open House Discussion Moderated by Chair

1:45pm – 3:00 pm:  LUNCH 

3:00 pm – 4:30 pm : THE WAY FORWARD

This session will deliberate on some of the larger strategic and political issues in light of 

the specific discussions and suggestions that will emerge from the earlier sessions and help 

connect suggested action agenda with the political realities and aspirations of the present 

times. It will be in the form of a discussion and an Ideation Exercise towards Revisioning 

Shared Borders.  Moving away from sharp territorial divisions, revisioning of  borders will 

examine all the ways and means to strengthen cross border engagement. With the security 

framework in place the possibilities are endless. The key will be to find mutual benefit for 

all involved to take the process ahead. 

Moderated Round Table Discussion 

Moderator  : Amb. Rajiv K. Bhatia

Summation  : Amb. Muchkund Dubey

TEA
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DAY 1: INAUGURAL SESSION

From left: Sabya Dutta Executive Director, Asian Confluence; Shakti Sinha, Director Nehru Memorial 

Museum and  Library; Surya Dungel, Conrad Sangma, Chief Minister of Meghalaya; Rajiv Bhatia, Former 

Ambassador to Myanmar and Distinguished Fellow, Asian Confluence; Khin Maung Lwin, Dorji Rinchen, 

Department of Agriculture, Bhutan; V. Samsul Arefin, Bangladesh

DAY 1: INAUGURAL SESSION

Honourable Chief Minister of Meghalaya, Shri Conrad Sangma, delivering his Inaugural Address.  
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PHOTO GALLERY

DAY 1: INAUGURAL SESSION

Sabya Dutta, Executive Director, Asian Confluence delivering his welcome and introduction speech.

DAY 1: INAUGURAL SESSION

A Cross-Section of the participants and speakers 
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DAY 1: KEYNOTE LECTURE

From Left: Shakti Sinha, Director Nehru Memorial Museum and  Library and P. P. Srivastava, Member, 

Governing Council, Asian Confluence  

DAY 1: SESSION ON TOURISM

From left: Arijit Purkhayastha, CEO Koyeli Travels; Representative, Department of Tourism, Government 

of Meghalaya;  M.P.Bezbaruah, Member Governing Council, Asian Confluence; R.K. Shivachandra, Act 

East Cell, Manipur; Enayet Chowdhury, Visit Sylhet, Bangladesh
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PHOTO GALLERY

DAY 1: TOURISM SESSION

A Cross-Section of the participants 

DAY 1: SHILLONG DIALOGUE

Participants
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DAY 2: BREAKAWAY SESSION 2

From left: Dorji Rinchen, Department of Agriculture, Bhutan; Mahboob Ahmed, CEO Ship Wrights 

Bangladesh; Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation; K C Sunil; Sujon Roy, Pran Foods, 

Bangladesh

DAY 1: POST LUNCH SESSION

From left: Sreeradha Dutta, Senior Fellow, Vivekananda International Foundation and Distinguished 

Fellow, Asian Confluence; Surya Prasad Sharma Dungal, Kathmandu University School of Law; Khin 

Maung Lwin, Former Director of Health, Myanmar; Muchkund Dubey, Ambassador; Maj. V. Shamshul 

Arefin, Bangladesh; K.N.Kumar, Addl. Chief Secretary, Government of Meghalaya; Karma Wangdi, 

Center for Bhutan Studies, Bhutan.
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Muchkund Dubey,  Ambassador 

SHILLONG DIALOGUE

Group Photo

Sagar Prasai, Country Director, Asia Foundation 

DAY 2: BREAKAWAY SESSION 3

A Cross-Section of the participants on regional trade-transit hubs and agri-horti value chains 
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